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Objective:

Air-to-air training graduation exercises.
-Multiple target engagement – AMRAAM.
-Offensive BFM vs. advanced enemy aircraft.
-4 ship Shoot-Ex flying as part of a package.

Planning/preflight:

We can train forever, but at some point we have to cut loose and move on with the curriculum. While 
certainly not proficient at air-to-air weaponry we now have a license to learn and we will continue to 
evolve our tactics and knowledge as our flying hours increase.

Today we will have 3 flights combined as an evaluation/graduation exercise. 

The first flight we will proceed out over the Sea of Japan North Missile Range and demonstrate the 
lethality of the AIM-120C AMRAAM by targeting and engaging 4 enemy targets simultaneously.

The second flight will be a BFM set-up against a more worthy adversary, the Chinese version of the Su-27 
Flanker, the J-11.

The third and final flight of the day we will fly as a wingman in a coordinated 4-ship Shoot Ex (a TE 
constructed by MerlinTVD).

Debrief:

HOP-1

Taking off out of Kadena AFB we climb above the broken cloud layer to the mid-20s armed with 4 AIM-
120C and 2 AIM-9M missiles:
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Our targets for today, a flight of 4 MiG-21 drones that have obviously picked up our radar sweeps 
because they have turned tail and are headed away from us:
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Our RWS radar shows the picture of the 4 MiGs flying in loose fluid-four formation:

Hitting EXP mode on the TWS mode expands the picture giving us great targeting discrimination to 
individually target each aircraft for our salvo-fire of AMRAAMs:
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In quick succession I launch 4 missiles, stepping to a new target prior to each launch:

In a fearsome display of missile effectiveness all four -120Cs find their marks. The sky becomes littered 
with smoke, debris, flaming aircraft and firing ejection seats:
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4 shots, 4 kills. I’ll take the AMRAAM over the AIM-7 everyday!

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

HOP-2

This mission is flown from the standard Falcon 4 offering, mission #29 Offensive BFM. In this mission we 
start out with an advantage on a maneuvering J-11 (Su-27) and our goal is to prosecute the contact and 
maintain positive control over the engagement. This is best accomplished by entering Dogfight Mode to 
bring our close air combat weapons to bear. 

The J-11 slices downward in a right breaking turn, dumping flares:
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As the F4 manual suggests, a lag-pursuit is appropriate in this scenario which we accomplish by leaving 
our nose slightly behind the enemy’s flight path and allowing the target to fly up in our HUD slightly 
before pulling aggressively into trail. Lag pursuit is great for maintaining distance behind a turning aircraft 
because you are flying a longer flight to the outside of his more aggressive, tighter turn. It is possible to 
arrive at the same point in space having flown more distance, for more time, with more energy left than if 
you just reef your fighter around and try to put your nose on him. It also helps keep you from 
overshooting if the enemy suddenly slows.

After pulling the lag pursuit I’m in excellent position behind the J-11:
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He is heavily laden with A2A stores:
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With a solid lock on my AIM-9M I take my first missile shot as he continues to dump flares:
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Tracking:
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Impact!
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The damaged J-11 drops through the under-cast and I find myself pursuing him toward the water:
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In padlock mode I get a bit disoriented as I’m S-turning behind him to bleed off speed and prevent an 
over-shoot. I come about 5 feet from smacking the water before I snap back to reality and realize what 
I’m doing!
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Pulling myself back together I put my nose back on the J-11 and fire another AIM-9M:
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My second shot sails wide:
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My third missile flies off the rail and I’m mesmerized as the glare from the missile exhaust reflects off the 
water and tracks toward the J-11:
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Boom! The J-11 goes down in flames smashing into the water:
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

HOP-3

This mission is a TE created by MerlinTVD and is an excellent introduction into flying as part of a package. 
Thus far all of my flying has been without a wingman or lead. Flying as part of a package is another total 
dimension to Falcon 4 which adds both more enjoyment and realism to Falcon 4. With the addition of 
other friendly AI, of course, comes much more radio congestion and it can be a full time job keeping track 
of friendly, enemy and your own positions!

This mission I’ll be flying as Cowboy 12 off the leads wing:
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As the lead punches in his burner and accelerates down the runway I count off a few seconds and follow:
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Joined up on the lead I try my best to mirror his every move as we fly toward enemy airspace:

Lead calls out contact, turns slightly to the right and calls for me to “be the shooter”. I look down at my 
radar picture and sort out the contacts he has called, right of the nose, Angels-25 crossing left to right:
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Although I’m not that knowledgeable about the HSD (Horizontal Situation Display) it appears to have a 
feature similar to the Data-Link capability that the F-18 Hornet has, collecting data from theater-wide 
sensors (such as AWACS and other data-linked aircraft) and presenting the collective information on the 
HSD for a “God’s Eye View” of the battlefield. Here you can see my package lined up behind me with 
flight-lead covering me while I’m “the shooter”:

I take a cheat look and see the target is a MiG-23MF:
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In a hard left turn I lock up the contact preparing for my first missile shot:

The HSD shows my flight oriented behind me (blue) and the enemy flight about 15 miles ahead now 
heading west. Again, not having reached this part in my training, I’m guessing that the “S” symbols on 
the HSD are known enemy SAM sites (?):
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Fox-3!
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That’s a kill!

Fangs out, my flight discipline goes to pot and I aggressively pursue the enemy wingman. I switch to a 
Sidewinder and just as the tone settles into a steady growl a missile flies in from my right and explodes 
the second MiG-23 in a splash of fire. I had tuned out the “Mad-Dog” call of my flight lead firing! I was 
lucky I didn’t get “Mad-Dogged”!
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Turning back to the east I see two groups of targets and manage to figure out that the right hand group 
are the other flight element (Cowboy 13/14) and the left hand group are fair game. I used the AWACS 
“Declare” command to help with this decision:

The HSD again proves invaluable for the clarity of the picture it projects:
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I slew my radar cursor over another target and lock him up:
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I wait for the target to turn and the caret drops quickly into the DLZ, I fire and smoke another MiG-23:

I’m not able to react quickly enough to target his wingman and we merge:
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Padlocked on to him as we go canopy to canopy I feel my heart pounding as I want another kill. 
Unfortunately, in my excitement, I forget that cumulus granitus is the most dangerous cloud in the sky:
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As the smoke wafts over my crash site the MiG-23 pilot most be laughing his ass off. Hopefully one of the 
other “Cowboys” will avenge me! (Although they are probably going to nominate me for a Darwin 
Award..):
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Though my flight discipline was totally non-existent I’m at least comforted by the fact that I got two of 
them before they got me. Still, I’m going to have to actually survive to flight another day if I want to have 
any hope of completing a campaign.

Conclusions:

The 3 flights went pretty well. I am by no means really ready for heavy air-combat, but I feel that at least 
a foundation has been laid for future skills building. Coupled with SAMs, multiple A2A threats, friendly 
targets, radio communications, AAA I’m sure that things will get REALLY hectic in the campaign!

Next we’ll be moving on to Phase-2 of training and start moving some mud! (My personal preference!)

BeachAV8R

--------------------
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Kick ass as always!

Does MerlinTVD have a website loaded with TEs? 
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 posted 09-07-2003 20:41                       

Beach
Question: Hop1: You successively locked and fired on each of the 4 bandits. Were you pitbull on 
the previous target before you fired on the next? My understanding was that the radar could 
support firing on 2 targets in TWS and I don't know how it would handle it when you targeted a 
3rd with 2 missles in the air. I suppose if missile one was pitbull (automomous), then maybe you 
could target and fire on the 3rd target and the radar would then be supporting missiles 2 and 3. 
Then when 2 went automous you could target and fire on 4.

I did notice that your initial target was way out of the "no-run zone", so I was wondering how 
soon you put all those missiles in the air...? If you got lucky I won't hold it against you. You 
deserve it after suffering through those AIM-7 flights  Actually I'm hoping you didn't and maybe 
this radar will do something I didn't know it would do.

Smoke

[ 09-07-2003, 20:43: Message edited by: Smoke1 ] 
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Smoke..this picture:

Was not indicitive of when I launched the missiles. I actually waited until the very furthest contact 
(the one highlighted in that radar pic) was just in the top of the "no escape portion" of the DLZ. 
That being said, if the furthest was in the top of the "no escape zone" then the rest (which were 
closer) were well within it. I simply stayed in TWS mode and ripple fired at about 1 per second by 
hitting the change target key, firing, change target, firing..etc...

I wasn't aware that there was a 2 AMRAAM limit although it could be that the the first two went 
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active before the last two came off the rail?

Good question though...I'm curious what the answer is as well. Unfortunately I couldn't find 
anywhere in the manual that specifically addresses multiple AMRAAM launches except for the fact 
that the HUD info on the AMRAAM resets for each subsequent missile (so in no case would you 
have missile data for 2 in-flight missiles on the HUD)...

JMR - I can't remember where I downloaded MerlinTVD's missions. They came in a pack of like 20 
missions (though some are for F-14's, F-18's..etc..) The readme file that came with it indicates 
you can ask him any questions at Frugal's, so maybe he hangs out there. I'm always looking for 
good TE's too...  

BeachAV8R

BeachAV8R

--------------------
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

hansundfranz 
Member 
Member # 4220 

 posted 09-08-2003 08:26                    

Actually in f4 you can only support one slammer at a time. So if you fire one, switch targets and 
fire on another your fist misssile will aslo correct course and attack the 2nd target (if it did not go 
autonomus already).

In the tail chase against the Mig21s and all inside the no escape zones it is almost sure that you 
were close enough so that your shots were autonomus right of the rail. 

From: Germany | Registered: Mar 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Spidey 
Member 
Member # 2186 

 posted 09-08-2003 15:00                          

quote: 

Originally posted by hansundfranz:
Actually in f4 you can only support one slammer at a time. So if you fire one, 
switch targets and fire on another your fist misssile will aslo correct course 
and attack the 2nd target (if it did not go autonomus already).

In the tail chase against the Mig21s and all inside the no escape zones it is 
almost sure that you were close enough so that your shots were autonomus 
right of the rail. 

That's incorrect. If you are in TWS mode, you can salvo of Slammers at multiple targets. You do 
not need to wait till the missile go active to switch targets. If you have to do that, you won't stand 
a chance against the SU-27s in the game.

Even in RWS mode, if you don't go to STT, you are in somewhat of a TWS mode and can still salvo 
off slammers.

--------------------
http://chmaps-spidey.freeservers.com/ 

"Aww...that's just what we call pillow talk baby." [Ash - Army of Darkness]

From: Baltimore, MD, USA | Registered: Dec 2000  |  IP: Logged 
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MerlinTVD 
Junior Member 
Member # 16930 

 posted 09-09-2003 01:02                       

quote: 

Kick ass as always!

Does MerlinTVD have a website loaded with TEs? 

Well knock me down with a feather !!! I never thought anybody was actually using my TE 
package. OK, first of all, JMR ... yes I do have a very simple site where my package can be 
downloaded.
TE Download 

The package is a few years old but will work with SP3. Lets just say it has a lot of content. Man o 
man I was so surprised by this I had to create a login for SimHQ just to post this. And thanks to 
Beach for making my day and bringing some shock and awe into my fora browsing experience!!! 

Registered: Sep 2003  |  IP: Logged 

hansundfranz 
Member 
Member # 4220 

 posted 09-09-2003 05:56                    

While it is possible to support 2 slammers in flight in RL this is not possible in Sp3. This behaviour 
of the original version was never changed. Sure you can fire as many as you want, but you can 
transmit target updates for only 1 target

But we won´t settle that in here so do whatever feels right to you. 

From: Germany | Registered: Mar 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Pitbull 
Junior Member 
Member # 14519 

 posted 09-09-2003 07:38                       

JMR, try this link for a whole bunch of TEs, including MerlinTVD's:

http://www.simmersworld.com/default.php3?page=TE

[ 09-09-2003, 07:40: Message edited by: Pitbull ] 

Registered: Jan 2003  |  IP: Logged 

Smoke1 
Member 
Member # 2106 

 posted 09-09-2003 21:29                       

Jezzz, this almost deserves a new thread to get an answer. I saw a post some time ago by 
somebody I tend to believe (NOT that I dont' believe you guys, IF you had the same answer) and 
I can't remember who it was. They said 2 could be supported and I've since been using that with 
about as much reliability as any single release, BUT most of the time both targets are running 
straight away along a similar path so if one get's smoked (like that word) an autonomous slammer 
would likely pick up the other. Result, I don't know if the radar is supporting multiple shots or not.

Smoke

[ 09-09-2003, 21:31: Message edited by: Smoke1 ] 

From: Fredericksburg, Virginia USA | Registered: Dec 2000  |  IP: Logged 
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BeachAV8R 
Member 
Member # 3055 

 posted 09-10-2003 00:16                          

Merlin - No..thank YOU for putting them together. I've been tinkering with the TE mission editor 
just to set up some training stuff..and it takes some getting used to. You did a great job on your 
missions!

Thanks again..

Everyone else..sorry to have caused so much confusion over the AMRAAM and multiple targeting. 
I'd be curious to know what is correct in the sim AND in real life..

BeachAV8R

--------------------
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Spidey 
Member 
Member # 2186 

 posted 09-11-2003 13:57                          

I have said it before and I will say it again. You can fire 2 AMRAMMS in TWS mode. 

You can also check that you are tracking two targets by pressing ALT+7 after you salvo off the 
amramms.

Make a TE with a Mig29 and SU27 flying close to each other. They should be close enough so that 
both are being tracked in TWS. Then lock up one with TWS Step, fire amramm. Lock #2 up with 
step and fire Amramm #2. You will see each plane getting tracekd. Keep pressing ALT+7. IT will 
keep switching betweent he two targets you are tracking.

End of Discussion.

--------------------
http://chmaps-spidey.freeservers.com/ 

"Aww...that's just what we call pillow talk baby." [Ash - Army of Darkness]

From: Baltimore, MD, USA | Registered: Dec 2000  |  IP: Logged 

Smoke1 
Member 
Member # 2106 

 posted 09-11-2003 14:28                       

Yeah, spidey you're right, 2 targets, TWS.

Smoke 

From: Fredericksburg, Virginia USA | Registered: Dec 2000  |  IP: Logged 

hansundfranz 
Member 
Member # 4220 

 posted 09-11-2003 15:30                    

I said it before and I say it again. You can fire as many slammers as you have in every possible 
radar mode. However only the one gets updates on the target position. The others use their 
inertial guidiance, once lock is dropped.

quote: 

Make a TE with a Mig29 and SU27 flying close to each other. They should be close 
enough so that both are being tracked in TWS. Then lock up one with TWS Step, fire 
amramm. Lock #2 up with step and fire Amramm #2. You will see each plane getting 
tracekd. Keep pressing ALT+7. IT will keep switching betweent he two targets you are 
tracking. 

I made a TE with 2 targets seperated by 10 miles anzimuth spilt. I locked one RWS STT and fired 
my shot. Long before pitbull, I unlocked and locked the other in STT and fired my sencond shot. I 
kept the second one in STT until impact.
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Both missiles have hit the target (one on inertial gudiance). With Alt 7 I saw both targets 
alternating but I defiently had only one locked. Supprting 2 slammers in TWS is only a myth. It 
does not work in F4. Don´t you think F4UT would have documneted it if they changed the 
behaviour at some time?

What you see is the effect of inertal guidiance and the large search volume of the F4 Slammers 
radar. Slammers hit anyway, no matter if you keep lock or not. 

From: Germany | Registered: Mar 2001  |  IP: Logged 

Spidey 
Member 
Member # 2186 

 posted 09-11-2003 15:55                          

quote: 

Originally posted by hansundfranz:
I made a TE with 2 targets seperated by 10 miles anzimuth spilt. I locked one RWS 
STT and fired my shot. Long before pitbull, I unlocked and locked the other in STT and 
fired my sencond shot. I kept the second one in STT until impact.

[/QB] 

You CANNOT fire 2 slammers in RWS. 

You fire 2 slammers in TWS.

In RWS, you can use the TWS like mode where you can lock onto one target but maintian the 
situational awareness by not going into STT. You will therefore only lock onto one target / track 
one target in RWS even if you are not in STT.

In TWS, you can fire at two targets and track them. 

Continue to believe whatever you want. But you are already wrong because you are trying to 
shoot down multiple targets in RWS mode.

--------------------
http://chmaps-spidey.freeservers.com/ 

"Aww...that's just what we call pillow talk baby." [Ash - Army of Darkness]

From: Baltimore, MD, USA | Registered: Dec 2000  |  IP: Logged 

hansundfranz 
Member 
Member # 4220 

 posted 09-11-2003 16:23                    

Spidey, read it again. Don´t get confused by what you think should happen in RL. Try it out. You 
can also fire 2, 3 or 4 slammers in RWS. And each will go after its target.

The slammer in Sp3 is that good that it does not matter what you do after the slammer was fired. 
Break lock, turn cold, or lock another target (SST, SAM or in TWS does not matter at all) and fire 
multiple slammers. All will end up with the same results. The slammer tracks the target.

In fact if you go to STT you will see a difference in the outcome but only because planes start to 
pump when spiked by F16s, and so more slammers will be dragged out, but this is only based on 
the targets behaviour not on the slammers behaviour.

[ 09-11-2003, 16:40: Message edited by: hansundfranz ] 

From: Germany | Registered: Mar 2001  |  IP: Logged 

All times are Eastern Time Zone   
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